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Appealing
Grade appeal system
explained in full.
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nate asks for Rives resignation
MIE RILEY
th President Stan Rives in
ance, the Faculty Senate
y introduced a resolution
for his resignation.
resolution, however, was
until senate members can
e opinions of their col-

Rives attended the Faculty
Senate meeting unannounced to
address the senate on four topics:
the hiring of Arthur Rathjen ,
assistant vice president for development; the fiscal year 1993 budget; the core curriculum and
enrollment.
"What we have here is an
essentially flawed search for
which I do take responsibility,"
Rives said about the search for
tlk: pus1l1on 01-ass1stant vice president for development. "In retrospect, I probably acted too slowly
on the personnel problem ... and,
in compensation for that, I probably acted too quickly in the authorization (of Rathjen 's hiring)."
The president said he followed
the Faculty Senate's discussions
on the Rathjen hiring very closely. "I feel it is appropriate for me
to say some things ... before you
develop a position (on the Patricia
Rea report)," Rives said.
Faculty Senate Chair David

Graduate students upset
about Recreation Center
By CHRIS SEPER
Staff writer
I

Eastem's silent partners in the
$6.4 million student recreational
center's payment p lan were
speaking up this week, and they
weren't singing sweet songs of
praise.
resolution, which was the
lVlemoers or the graduate stuof the work of several indident
population were sending out
on the senate , stated,
their opinion about the role they
se Eastern '. s Faculty
played in the payment of the
has other important uni70,500 square foot addition to
business to attend to,
Lantz Gym, which they had to
the senate does not
pay $55 extra in activity fees.
esident Rives has been
the administrative overThe focus of the complaining
is being paid to provide
President Stan Rives
came from the fact that unlike
ent of a tax-supported
the undergraduate population,
·versity, and because the
the graduate students were
s concerned that other • Facu lty Senate says quit
unable to vote on the subject. "It
s of wrongdoing and/or boasting. Refer to Page 3
is just like taxation without repe will continue to surresentation," said Jeff Hess, a
ng as Stanley Rives is ty, health and reputation would be
speech communication graduate
president, the Faculty best served if President Rives
student. "I am disappointed in
ooContinued on page 2
lieves Eastem's integri- resigns."
the non -representation of the
graduate students."
Graduate students make up
one-tenth of the student population at Eastern.
"When the vote came up on
the recreation center, graduate
students had no opportunity one
way or another," said Larry
Williams, director of graduate
studies. "That's inappropriate
access. Anyone who is subject to
fees should have a right to vote."
The student recreation center
wil l have its dedication on
Thursday, with Gov. Jim Edgar,
an Eastern alumni, attending.
The ceremony will take place at
I :30 p.m. with the dedication
ceremony taking place in the
lobby.
The vote was cast during a
1989 student referendum, which
called for funding for a fee for
all students.
"I would have voted no on it,"
said Eric Linder, graduate student and member of the graduate
council. "I know that I don't
se, a sophomore English major, and Susan Rabin, a senior majoring in Theraputic Recreation,
have a lot of extra time on my
ginning canoe strokes on the campus pond Tuesday afternoon.
hands to use the athletic facility,

e! Stroke!

and I don't think that other graduate students have the time. So I
don't think that the athletic facilities would have warranted that
kind of increase."
Rules for voting at Eastern are
such that students must be under
the classification of full-time
Undef!zraduate ~t11flpnt <: ;n r.rrl o r
to vote.
"My conjecture is as freshmen
they were not here and did not
vote, but they at least had student
representation for their views,:•
said Jill Nielson, associate dean
of the graduate school. "The
graduate students didn't even
have that opportunity."
This is just the continuation of
an ongoing injustice, Williams
said, who added that the ssraduate
students have been cut out of
their voting rights for years.
"They have been overlooked
in the process and to have the
right to exercise a vote in the student referendum," Williams said.
"I don't know if their vote would
have made a difference in the
vote, or if it had, if it would have
influenced the decision. I just
don't think there should be a differentiation in the right to vote.
"Graduate students do pay the
same fees as undergraduates, but
they really have been disenfranchised from th e voting,"
Williams added.
In re sponse to the lack of
graduate student representation,
Nielson and other graduate students are formin g a graduate
council. The group is designed to
voice the opinions of graduate
students on such issues as voting
and credibility of the graduates.
"One of the goals of the council this year is to develop some
bylaws and see if we can become
represented like any other group
and to addre ss some iss ue s,"
Nielson said.
The graduate council will have
a meeting Friday at 3 p.m. in the
Casey room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.

verning boards accused of wasteful management
SUNDHEIM
ge report issued Monday by the
itor general's office charges the
systems for eight state universiing Eastern, with unnecessary
of the universities' autonomy
I management.
ort, requested by Rep. Mike
·Mattoon, last spring, attempts
ine the efficiency of Illinois'
systems."
unable to come to any definitive
n about the system that many
d excessive, the report speaks
sidents of all nine universities,
ir opinions on various issues

concerning the efficiency of the multi- said he visited every state campus in
Illinois and found strong feeling against
tiered system.
The Board of Governors and the Board the syst!!m. These visits led to Weaver 's
of Regents, established in 1965 and 1967 sponsorship of a bill to the abolish the sysrespectively, oversee Eastern, Western tem, he said.
"I still can't shake the feeling that there
Illinois, Chicago State, Governors State,
Northea stern Illinois, Illinois State, are too many layers," Weaver said. "It's a
Northern Illinois and Sangamon State uni- cumbersome system."
Reaction from both the BOG and the
versities. Both bodies report to the Illinois
BOR has been negative.
Board of Higher Education.
"The study simply wasn't broad enough.
The BOG acts as a mediator between
Eastern and the IBHE. Under many other It's too impressionistic ," said BOG
states' systems, for example, Ohio's and spokeswoman Michelle Braz.ell. "There
Michigan's, Eastern and the other four was no hard data."
Weaver agreed that the report wasn 't
BOG universities would report directly to
detailed enough.
the state's board of higher education.
"It (the report) confirms many of the
Prior to calling for the report; Weaver

problems but doesn't seem to come to any
conclusions," he said.
Weaver plans to take the report to the
Illinois House's 13-member committee on
higher education.
"I'd like to work through the committee's leadership," he said.
Although his initial bill on interim study
will die at the end of this term 's veto session in early November, Weaver said that if
he find s the university communities in
favor of a change he will reintroduce the
measure next spring.
"We may try to visit some campuses this
fall to see how everyone feels," he said.
Despite his plans there has been no
• Continued on page 2
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FROM PAGE ONE
Resign
From page I.
Carpenter said it was probably less
than a coincidence that Rives
attended the meeting to admit fault
in the inappropriate hiring, in light
of the fact that rumors had been circulating for several weeks that the
senate would call for Rives' resignation and because a reporter had
called many Faculty Senate members Monday night to ask about the
rumor.
Although the resolution was
immediately seconded, it also met
opposition quickly. Senate member
John Miller said he feels Rives had
begun to make concessions about
alleged wrongdoing in the hiring of
Rathjen.
Other senate members expressed
concern that the motion was unexpected and that it was too soon to
take a vote. "This hits me like a
bombshell," said John Craft.
'.'I would like to get responses
from some of the people I'm supposed to be representing before I
can vote for this," said senate mem-

hi

S
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ber Craig Eckert.
Laurent Gosselin said, "I feel I
want to study the language (of the
resolution) and perhaps suggest different language."
Ed Marlow reminded the senate
that last spring the Faculty Senate
had sponsored a referendum in
which only 43 percent of the faculty and staff at Eastern had confidence in Rives as ·an administrator.
"No one regrets this situation any
more than I do, but somehow we're
going to have to reach closure," he
said.
Anne Zahlan, senate secretary,
moved to table the discussion until
the senate members could get the
opinion of other faculty members.
"I do think it would be a responsible senate that would do just what
we are doing now," said Gary
Wallace, senate vice-chair.
Although Rives was present
throughout the entire discussion, he
did not add to the discussion or
come to his own defense.

"It is with regret and a lot of sadness that the only way we can see
the university moving forward can
be with new leadership," Wallace
said.
In other business, Jayne Ozier,
chief negotiator for the University
Professionals of Illinois, Eastern's
faculty union, asked the senate for
support in the demonstration
planned for Thursday, when the
Board of Governors will meet in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The UPI is planning a silent demonstration during
the length of the BOG meeting, she
said.
"What our team is looking for is
a three-year equity package," Ozier
said. Eastern's faculty are paid 20
percent less than state and national
averages, she added.
"We need to let everyone know
that the faculty and staff at Eastern
need professional salaries," Ozier
said. "We are professionals, and we
need to be paid like professionals."

1

Blues Music & Dancing
$1.00 Longnecks I $2.50 Pitchers
"Giveways"

THE BODY ·sHOP
NEW BULBS & FACE TANNERS
3200 SUPER 'WOLFF' BEDS WITH FACE TANNERS.
25 MINUTE SESSIONS
PACKAGES GOOD FOR 6 MONTHS.

1410 6th St.
OLDTOWNE APTS.

348-TANS

Studio 3

1113 Lincoln
Tues. & Thurs.
Wed. & Fri.
Sat.

345-4269

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Women's Haircut $10.00
Men's Haircut $8.50

Accused
• From page 1.
recent action taken on the bill.
"The fire to change hasn't flared up," he said.
Weaver's further criticism of the system involves
the makeup of the BOG and BOR.
"The boards may not really be representative of
what (the universities) want," he said.

"Some of the board members haven't even been
to college. They're selected on a political basis with
little regard to service. There are no faculty members on the board. There are no fiscal people on the
board," he added.

NEWS, SPORTS, EDITORIALS, CLASSIFIEDS--

The Best All for YOU
in ...

The Daily Eastern News

ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET LUNCH

SUN ... FRI.

348-1232
HRS: Mon-Sat

II a.m.-1 a.m.
GRILL OPEN

FRIENDS & C 2

345-2380

509 VAN BUREN AVE.

II a.m.-Ia.m.

OPEN MIKE NIGHT
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT ALL NIGHT
NO COVER ALL NIGHT ,
$ JQQ 14 oz. DRAFTS 75 CENT HAMBURGERS
50 CENT KEYSTONE LT. CANS
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Proudly
Presents
Its
Pledge Class 1991

Stefanie Andrews·
Kristy Barlog
Sarah Baum
Kelley Bell
Heather Buck
Kathy Bulter
Jessica Clark
Carrie Crawford
Heather Cross
Nicole Cullum
Amy Cusimano
Dana DeFlipies
Meg Fields
Keri Gadd
Angela Halfman
Meredith Hendrix
Kristin Humke
Alison Kobiscka
Lisa Kursell
Pam Leber

Lori Lorenc
Sidney McFarland

Shanon Moses
Niki Mudd
Michelle Nuckles
Kali Perkins
Shannon Ryan
Kelli Scales
Liz Schwebl
Tina Sconza
Mindy Sexton
Mary Suthard
Megan Targonski
Rachel Thor
Kerry Voight
Jennifer Watson
Larisa Wherley
Michelle Yeo
Jennifer York

Congratulations!
Love,

oui- A.t ha Ciatn Sistei-s
-~ ,

Dally Eastern News .

rade appeal process in place
Students who feel ·they were
ngly graded by an instructor
take advantage of Eastern's
e appeal process.
The basis for an appeal of a
spected error in grading
Jude: an obvious error in the
culation of a grade, the
ignment of a grade to a stu1 by the application of more
cting or demanding stans than were applied to other
dents in the course, the
ignment of a grade to a stut on some basis other than
ormance in the course; or
'gnment of a grade by a subntial departure from the
ructor 's previously annoustandards.
ccording to Kristy Koch,
dent Senate executive vice
sident, students initiate the
al process by contacting the
ctor who gave the grade.
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The appeal must be filed in
the first semester of enrollment
after the grade was issued.
If a student and faculty member cannot agree on a solution
on the appeal or if the faculty
member fails to respond to the
student inquiry with in a twoweek period, the student may
confer with the department
chair.
In consultation with the faculty member and the student, the
department chair will try to find
a solution. If this consultation is
not able to solve the dispute, a
more formal procedure can be
undertaken by the student.
The next step a student can
take if an agreement is not
reached , or if six weeks has
elapsed since the appeal began,
is to file a written appeal to the
Department Grade Appeals
Committee, which exist in all
departments.
A written appeal must be filed
within 10 weeks after the appeal

was initiated. A copy of written .
appeals are sent to the faculty
member and the executive vice
president of the Student Senate.
Grade appeals are reviewed
by the DGAC and the executive
vice president, who confer with
the student and faculty member
and hold a fact-finding session.
During the fact-finding session, the student and the faculty
member are able to present evidence to support themselves.
"It's important for all students
to have evidence and documentation ... a good way is to provide homework assignments and
tests," Koch said.
Following the fact-finding
session, the DGAC and the
executive vice president decide
if the grade should not be
changed, the appeal not
approved or if the grade should
be changed. The department
chair will notify the student of
the committees results, Koch
said.

Faculty Senate dislikes
Eastern's 'cheap' image
ed Physical Plant, an inadequate
library, inadequate instructional
equipment and supplies and facThe Faculty Senate Tuesday ulty salaries disgracefully below
passed a resolution asking the national norms. Such a public
administration to cease boasting relations policy undermines
that Eastern is the cheapest state attempts to improve conditions at
university.
the university and insults the facThe resolution, which was pre- ulty and staff at whose expense
sented by Anne Zahlan, senate the university remains 'cheap."'
secretary, and passed unanimousThe resolution stemmed from a
1y, calls upon University discussion at last week's meeting
Relations and the Office of when a member pointed out that
Institutional Advancement to the administration repeatedly procease promoting Eastern to alum- motes Eastern as the cheapest
ni, parents, prospective students state university when Eastern has
and the general public as being the fewes! tenured fl\~µlt.Y,• and,
the least expensive school in thy most of the faculty 11re grossly
state.
underpaid.
The resolution stated, "To brag
"The faculty at Eastern bear a
about the cost 'per credit hour' far greater load than is expected
being 20 percent below the 'state anywhere else," said senate memaverage'. .. is to suggest that ber Bob Jorstad. "And it comes
Eastern is content with a neglect- out of our pockets."
By JAMIE RILEY
Staff writer

509 Van Buren Ave.
345"2380

CHESS TOURNAMENT
JURDAY, SEPT. 14TH

1p.m.-6p.m.

3ll.Q Entry Fee
1fil.Place 50°10
2ru1 Place 35°10
3rn.p1ace 15°10

SELL SHORT,
~VE

L"ONG"
Ads at

The Dailv
•
astern News
WORDS FOR
FOR ONLY

1 DAY
$1

FOR SALE
ITEMS ONLY!
isit the Business
Office today
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401 Lincoln
Ave.

345-1200

ANNIVERSARY SALE

GEAR
r o

l

S p 0 l T,S

G

RUSSELL
. . ATHLETIC

Champion
20-50°/o off
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20°10 off

ALL GREEK LETTERS(excludes Jerseys) 1/3 off
~~~~c---...~~~~

~~
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15°10 off
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Bathrooms are
too expensive?
C'mOn, Vic!
"Somebody get me a bucket, I've got to
take a leak!"
A lost traveler is unlikely to hear this in
any building at Eastern, but if they do,
chances are they aren't lost any more.
They're probably in the new $6.4 million,
70,500 square-foot recreation center. It
doesn't have any bathrooms.
If anyone is scratching their heads about
the fact that Eastern would spend so much of
students' money on a public facility and not
•
•
spend the extra money to
install a couple of urinals
- - - - - - - · and a few stools, they are
not alone. Even Dean Thayer, the state
department of public health's chief plumbing
inspector, is a little surprised.
But Thayer confirmed what Vic Robeson,
Eastern's physical plant director, said earlier
this week: Eastern is not legally obligated to
install restrooms in the new recreation center.
Illinois health codes require that any public
building larger than 3,000 square feet has to
have a restroom. In the ease of the recreation
center capacity, it would have been required
to have one bathroom for every 500 males
and one for every 300 females in the building. But since the new facility is classified as
an "addition" to an existing building, Lantz
Gym, which has seven bathrooms, designers
are bound only by their consciences to build
bathrooms.
Vic Robeson says, "Everyone wants the
best deal going, and the bathroom facility
was one of the more expensive items."
Most would agree that everyone wants
the best deal going, but at the same time it
could be argued that for $6.4 million people
. expect aJew of th~ basics for their money.
;::.\.Lights~~e~edriCity, windows and doors.
.. -Tnese are the most basic utilities. A toilet
stool is another basic utility - and has been
for a great many years.
It would seem ungrateful not to applaud
the university for staying within budget on
this project, and for keeping our cost of the
center to $55 a semester. For a state-controlled project, that was an amazing accomplishment.
But we will hold our applause, and our
bladders, for now. It would seem the university's attempt to make this small college's
"public ivy" affordable to the many has left
the few who are currently paying the bills
holding their own.

MTV should practice what they preac
. Ok, I know this may be hard to
believe but I'm confused.
Last Thursday I, like many others on campus, watched the
1991 MTV Video Music Awards
ceremony. I set aside the paper I
was writing and watched R.E.M
sweep the ceremony, Van Halen
perform live on television for the
first time, and Pee-Wee Herman
appear in public for the first time
since his arrest in Florida.
Laura
It was the usual MTV fare, Durnell
screaming kids, presenters read- - - - - - - ing stilted lines and Arsenio Hall whipping the crowd
into a frenzy.
I understood what was going on until I saw Prince's
performance. Let's just say some of us saw more of
him than we hoped to see.
If you didn't see Prince's performance you really
missed a sight. The dance numbers and costumes in
his live performance of "Gett Off' made the masturbation scene in many of Madonna's videos seem like a
simple scratch on the arm.
Legs, arms and torsos were flying and girating
every which way. Almost everyone on stage was on
top of one another, on the bottom of one another and
sometimes you couldn't tell how they were positioned or how they exactly got into that position.
Now mind you the performance didn't shock me.
'l'es it looked like people on stage dancing were reenacting a scene from a Babylonian orgy and Prince's
behind was out there to wow the world, but I wasn't

offended by it. I am offended though by MTV
forming double standards.
MTV execs had to know what Prince planned I
performance and what his attire was. Yet this is
same network that would not show Cher's "If I
Turn Back Time" during certain hours because of
tiny, black outfit she was wearing. I guess a bare
Is better than a tattooed one on MTV.
In December of 1990 Madonna's "justify My
was banned from MTV's airwaves because of the
nudity and tones of voyeurism, sado-masochism
bisexuality. When Kurt Loder interviewed Madon
May· before the release of "Truth or Dare," he
believed "justify My Love" should have been sho
MTV during the late-night hours.
For a network that promotes censorship as
wrong and continues to make verbal attacks on
Washington politicians for practicing double stan
they are in fact the pot that calls the kettle black.
Censorship is unAmerican, MTV promotes. I
double standards are not. I just want to know
who decides what is appropriate to be shown on
and what is not. Do they rotate the members of
censorship board every week? I really am confused.
This sort of reminds me of the "Rock the Vote"
paign last year. Over half of the musicians who pr
ed the idea did not bother to vote. Hypocritical.
the only word I can think of- hypocritical.
It is time that MTV started to practice what
preach, or just stop preaching once and for all.
-Laura Durnell is a staff writer and columnist
Daily Eastern News.
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It (no bathrooms) held the
cost of a facility down and
_you got more faclllty for the
money.

Vic Robeson

Your turn
it hurts everyone.
(*The admissions office
Faculty, speak up Eastern applies
acknowledge the existence of
at BOG meeting affirmative action programs.)
Matt
Dear editor:
to hurt everyone University Cou
On Sept. 12, the BOG will hold
Dear editor:
their fall meeting on our campus.
On Wednesday Aug. 28, the edinot such a pit
This gives every employee of EIU
torial ("Cartoon edit was not meant
the opportunity to ask why the
BOG has refused to support the
early retirement package that all
other state employees are now
receiving.
Why have university employees
across the state been denied the
opportunity to have early retirement? Why are we the only state
employees who will not have the
state pick up 50 percent of our
retirement contributions? Is it a
reward for our hard work, or for
the fact that we are not getting a
pay increase this year? Maybe it's
happening so we can appreciate
the increased costs of our health
benefits, while some of our coverage gets reduced at the same time.
Maybe all university employees are
seen as unwilling to object to such
unjust actions.
Why do we have to be put into
such an unfair financial bind? What
are we being sacrificed for this
time? We have a chance to tell the
BOG what we think of such a deal
on Sept. 12. If we don't show up
we better be content with further
reductions in pay, benefits and
retirement packages.

to be offensive") apologized for a
cartoon which "implies that some
minority students admitted to the
university did not earn admission
through their own efforts ... these
were not the statements we intended to make .. . Affirmative Action
guidelines are designed to give a
minority applicants an edge only in
situations when a white and minority
applicant have equal qualifications."
For your information, EIU routinely
admits minority students who do not
have the minimum g.p.a. or ACT
scores required of whites for admission, through a special minority
admissions program with ·fixed standards set considerably lower. Special
minority scholarships are routinely
awarded to these less than qualified
students.*
I agree with the editorial board
that if "Affirmative Action is applied
to benefit unqualified applicants, ...
minorities and women are hurt."
As you say, situations of this kind
"should offend the many talented,
well-qualified racial minorities and
women who are undermined by
such actions in their pursuit of educascholarships and careers."
Joe Heumann tion,
At Eastern, affirmative action is
Speech Communication .. applied to help the unqualified, and

Dear editor:
Last year, just after having
my lease to live in University
Apartments, I read a disturbi
ter to the editor) in The Daily
News about what it was like
there.
The author basically told
experience living in University
She said that it took a whole
before some serious repairs
done, that she had many pr
in her apartment, that the
ment was terrible, and
University Court was hell to live
Needless to say my room
and I were scared about what
store for us.
Now we've lived in Univ
Court for about th-ree weeks,
far things are pretty good.
had some problems, but n
every problem was repaired
24 hours. The problems that
repaired in 24 hours were re
within 2 days. We are very
with University Court apartm

far.
Imagine, finally something
to say about EIU.

The Dally Eastern News
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Residence halls prove unequal
Editor's note: This is the second in
afour-part series on student housing on and off campus.

1
COACH
BDDY
S
Panther Sport Shoppe

the study room on the lOth floor,
111111111111111111111111111111'1'111111111111111111111111111111111111
where there is also a kitchenette
that includes a microwave, VanIt's (Pemberton) a Keuren said. Located in the lobby
is a computer room, video games,
homey and friendly pop
machines and a TV, and in the
atmosphere.
basement there are vending
Anne Rathjen, machines, a laundry room and a
Pemberton Hall weight room, she added.
Pemberton Hall is the "first
counselor women's
hall in the state of
Illinois," said hall counselor Anne
Rathjen. Pemberton, then, is the
oldest hall on campus and less popAnother counselor from Steven- ular than halls like Stevenson.
son Hall, Mary Anne VanKeuren, According to Rathjen, the reason
said Stevenson is a "very wanted students are attracted to Pemberton
building."
Hall is the atmosphere.
"Usually just upperclassmen live
"It's a homey and friendly atmohere," VanKeuren said. "You have sphere," Rathjen said. "People get
to have 60 (semester) hours, which to know each other and seem to get
is junior standing, or be 21 years along really well. The neat thing
old (to live in Stevenson). Some- about Pem Hall is that it's very distimes a few underclassmen may tinctive," she added. "It's old and
trickle in.
has a lot of history."
"It's because it's based on apartAccording to Rathjen, the old
ment-living that people want to live section of Pem Hall was built in
here," VanKeu_ren said. "People 1908, and the new section was
who live here have a lot of the same added on in 1961.
wants and needs."
Pem Hall also lays claim to
Stevenson, which houses 375 another unique feature - it has its
students, is set up in suites where own service sorority. According to
the four-person suites have two Rathjen, Phi Epsilon Mu is a serbedrooms and a living room and vice sorority made up of students
the six-person suites have three who live in Pem Hall or have lived
bedrooms and a living room, in PemHall.
Peoples said. Each suite has its own
"The sorority is service-oriented
bathroom, she added.
and does anything to benefit the
Stevenson is an air conditioned hall, campus and community,"
co-ed hall where males and females Rathjen said. "It is not a social
live on the same floor but don't sorority."
share the same suites, VanKeurerr
Pemberton houses about 205
said. The hall shares its food ser- female residents, of which about 50
vice with Lincoln and Douglas percent are freshman and 50 perhalls.
cent are upperclassmen, Rathjen
An added benefit of Stevenson is said.

By CASSIE SIMPSON
Activities editor

Eastern students who live in residence halls rely on the halls to provide a home-away-from-home
atmosphere. Each student pays the
same amount in housing fees, and
each expects to reap the same benefits.
But not all students get the same
quality of campus housing. Some
balls on campus are older, while
others are brand new and some
have more modern conveniences,
like air conditioning, while others
don't.
So different residence halls
appeal to students i:nore than others,
and some are avoided when it
comes time to fill out hall requests
the end of the year. Stevenson
d Pemberton halls are two of the
rmitories on campus that contrast
mthe features they offer to resints.
Stevenson Hall is one residence
II which students request a lot.
tevenson counselor Shawn Peophas an idea why students choose
rtain halls to live in over other
ls.
"Each hall is different, but each
I is unique in that people have
'fferent reasons for living there,"
said.
For example, students who live
Carman Hall for their freshman
usually enjoy the experience,
t don't choose to live there durtheir sophomore year, Peoples
'd.

Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN

COLES COUNTY'S LARGEST SELECTION OF
NIKE AND other Athletic Shoes. EASTERN'S
SPORTS CONNECTION FOR CUSTOM EIU
FOOTBALL & RUGBY CREWS.

SALE
12 HOUR BLOWOUT
9 AM-9 PM
TODAY ONLY!!!
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Entire Store 33 1/3°/o off
(unless otherwise marked)

''

NIKE
ASICS ~
Starter
Jackets

The Black Student Union gave
detailed overview of its upcomg activities at Tuesday's meetg in the Martinsville Room 9f
e Martin Luther King Jr.
niversity Union.
The BSU announced several
ents it will sponsor and particiate in during the upcoming
eeks. Some of the activities

s.f

REEBOK

A

SAUCONY
ADIDAS
Mod 0 Doc
Ocean Pacific
Clothing

T

T · 14

ALL
SPORTING GOODS
Basketball
Racquets
Golf

T
'

Footballs
Gloves
Bats

1

~ 1/3 off

PRO TEAM
T-Shirts & Crews
RAIDERS
BEARS
CUBS
CARDS

become acquainted with old
members," BSU president Keviri
Evans said.
Also at the meeting, the BSU
selected representatives for
Student
Government
and
Residence Hall Association and
announced that applications for
the Miss Black EIU Pageant and
BSU representatives at homecoming are available in the student
applications office on the third
floor of the Union.

PRO TEAM HATS
RAIDERS , , PIRATES
BEARS
CUBS
DOLPHINS
•
CARDS
PACKERS
SOX

*MANY OTHERS
Including Fitted

SOX

1-HOUR BLOWOUT
8 P.M.-9 P.M.

ENTIRE STORE

40o/o OFF

Wednesday

"Belladonna"
$1.00 Draft or Mixers

. . $1
m1ss1on:

NO COUPON NEEDED

Make up to 9.50/HR
Part-Time
Students this is a great opportunity to gain
valuable communication skills for your future,
while making extra cash for today!
Consolidated Telemarketing is offering
part-time evening positions with flexible
scheduling available Mon-Sat. We offer
5.00/HR Guaranteed plus Bonus's up to
.50/HR! To build up your resume and make
some good money at the same time, call
348-5250 EOE

iJ

EIU
CLOTHING

AT TED'S

Rock-n-Roll Show from Champaign
Ozzy, ACDC,
Music from
Zeppelin, Metallica, Black Crowes, etc.

(I

~ -'

SU announces upcoming activities ·
included a BSU and Student
Government Fashion Show, intramural sports, homecoming festivities and a BSU recruitment night.
Recruitment night will be held
7 p.m. Thursday in the
Rathskellar, located in the basement of the Union.
"The pur_pose of recruitment
night is to inform students of (the)
BSU's purpose on campus, let
them know about our activities, as
well as to allow new members to

.,,..

Proudly Presents the
Pledge Class of 1990
PRESIDENT .......................
VICE PRESIDENT ..............
SECRETARY ......................
TREASURER .....................
JR. PANHEL .......................

Carla Sphar
Giouanna Pomatto
Kristy Clarke
Mari Beth Long
Melisa Hatch
Kristine Strrassheim
Paula Sandler

Angela Barbetta
Lara Callanan
Melissa Glomb
Stacey Hamm
Lisa Ledebuhr
Robyn McNally
Amy Miller
Heather Morrissey
Lisa Muench

Shea Parry
Jennifer Patzmann
Lisa Patzmann
Kathy Schnitzius
Bridget Schorder
Christy Seaberg
Jennif!3r Smith
Kristy Thomas
Traci Williams
Chrissy Wiscombe

Love, Your Sisters
0

6
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Dump site hearings continue
By KELLY SEIFERT
City editor

Testimonies will continue
Thursday as part of a series of
four hearings being held to
determine whether a low-level
nuclear waste dump site will be
built near Martinsville, which is
located about 25 miles southeast
of Charleston.
The Illinois Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Disposal
Facility Sitting Commission
will begin the hearings at 1:30
p.m. with testimony from Dick
Berg, senior geologist for the
groundwater protection system
and the Illinois geological surveys, according to Patti Thompson, director of communications
h~-

'

1--

for the Illinois Department of
Nuclear Safety.
Thursday's hearing is listed
as a night session imd is scheduled to last until about 9 p.m.,
Thompson added.
Berg was asked to testify at
the request of the three-member
commission that will decide if a
proposed nuclear storage facility
can be safely built near Martinsville.
Berg began his testimony at
the previous hearings, which
ended on Sept. 3, and will continue through this next round of
hearings.
At the Sept. 3 hearings, Berg
began his testimony about the
work he was involved in with
the water survey after additional

OPEN
Daily 11-2
Beer Garden Open
Daily

Billiard Bar
&

testing and drilling programs
were conducted involving the
water supply surrounding the
Martinsville dump site.
"He (Berg) was in the middle
of his testimony after the last
hearing," Thompson said.
The sitting commission consists of Seymour Simon, retired
Illinois Supreme Court justice;
William Hall, University of
Illinois engineering professor;
and Carolyn Raffensperger, a
field representative.
As for the other testimonies
set to be heard throughout the
weekend, Thompson said the
list is not finished.
"At the pace things are going,
the schedule is tentative," he
said.

Restaurant
345-7849

Lunch - Chef Salad $1.95
Dinner· 8 oz. Ribeye, Potato & Salad $6.25

20 oz. Premium Draft Special
Premium Shot Night
Stoli & Mixer $2.25
Pool FREE until 9:30 p.m.
Pool 50~ per hour after 9:30 p.m.

Big Screen TV

-

DJ

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN RED ROSES
$14.95 WRAPPED
DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES
$10.95 VAS ED
cash-n-carry

1335 MONROE

•

PRESENTS:

.

COORS LIGHT ROBOTIC
BOXING
Thursday Sept. 12th and Fri. Sept 13th

$250.00 First Place Prize Each Night
$5.00 ENTRY FEE
.

Alternative Rock

Sign up at 8 p.m.
FIGHTS START AT 9:30 p.m ..
ALL GREEK NIGHT THURSDAY Sept. 12th

~~~~~~~~~- ~~

A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A

LowenbraO Draft Night
1st Draft -$1.50
includes Keepsake
Pilsner LowenbraO Glass
You can have atoast
anytime you wish!

<I> IN GRADES!
A
<I>

50~

<I>

Refills

-A
<I>
<I>

·-----~-----------·····
GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK
I
I

I
I

: A Large (16") :

! Sausage Pizza i
I
I

I
I
ll
I

:

Good on Carry-Out & Delivery 7 Days a Week.
PLUS a 32 oz. Ice Cold Soft Drink for just $1.09.
Offer Expires October 10. 19.9 1.

I
I
I
I

909 18th Street
Char.leston

•I
348-7515

PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER

I
I
I
I
I

i · ••••••••••••••••••••m•
~

i.

<I>
A
<I>

A
<I>

A
<I>

A
<I>

A

-----•

4.0
Erin Henger
Ellie Huber
Gina Marshall

Laura Moehn
Erin Olson
Amy Paul
Susanne Weise

3.5 & above
Rebecca Bushong
Brenda Chopp
Kari Dabrowski
Chris Handchetz
Kristin Hazley

A

<I>

.,,,I

I
I
I
I
I
I

<I>

A

Stretch It At

•t

who reached academic excellence
for the spring semester of 1991

A
A

$6.95

ALPHA PHIS

A

Jerry's Pizza & Pub

:

Congratulations to the

#1

Kelli Henry
Janell Korneman
Wendy Magnuson
Lisa Mayer
Carey McCaleb

Kathy McCauley
Jennifer Onken
Susan Rabin
Tracy Richerson
Shannon Walker

3.0-3.5
Anna Abbeduto
Stephanie Beth
Stacy Berutti
Barb Borek
Jodi Brant
Claudine Brawthen
Lora Budnik
Anne Byrkit
Kris Cardinal
Amy Carter
Carrie Casella
Kris Cherry
Jennifer Codell
Laura Collins
Amy Compton
Kate Conour
Kara Driscoll
Jennifer Efinger
Cara Erck

Cathy Jepson
Chris Kline
Carla Kull
Linda Lauchner
Anne Mahler
Colleen Murphy
Eileen Olson
Kristy Pahlman
Mary Pearse
Siri Peterson
Tammy Plauck
Missy Quinn
Allison Rice
Karen Scott
Amy Schultz
Kelly Sopher
Tracie Stewart
Marianne Temple
Lynette Venturella

Marnie Hamel
Amy Walton
<I>
Christine Huggins
Tracey Weller
A
Lara Zerante
<I>
Congratulations
A
#1
#1
Love - your Alpha Phi Sisters
<I> IN GRADES!
IN GRADES!

A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A~A
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~
345-2466

·········································1
E.
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
.:
EPROUDLY INTROPUCES OUR 1991 PLEDGES :

We
Deliver

11 am-11 pm

•
•
•
:
•
•
•
:
•
•
:
•
•
•
:
•
•
:
•

CHEESEBURGER, FRIES &. 20 OZ DRINK

$319
Wednesday Only

·································~

c:/tl.arty's

5

; Today for lunch •••

:

Beer Brat w /Cajun fries $1" :
20 oz. Ute &.. Genuine Draft $ P' :

•
•:

•

Tonlabt1

"Red Hot" Chicken Wings $1 :

•••
•: :

11Jund•y .t M.vfy's •••

Epperson, Wescott, Davis

7

•

································"
FRIEND'S &.. C•

Julie Anderson
Regina Beane
Bacca Brackett
Angie Collier
Lisa Fitch
Julie Friend
Michelle Geil
Nicole Holland
Kim Hopper
Shannon ~elly.
Michelle Lundin
April Offill
Jacquelyn Palucci
Erin Reed
Stephanie Saenz
Melana Shirley
Beki Underwood
Amy Wheatley
Brittany Zupan

~

Shaunte! Armstrong
Jennifer Bluhm
Angie Cothron
Sandra Demick
Noelle Frere
Karen Garbe
Melissa Hasbargen
Paige Hood
, Leigh Kasten
Sarah Lahr
Sara McDonald
Kerri O'Neill
Lisa Plese
Laurie Roberts
Sandi·Schanaberger
Sara Shurrlarel
Cheryl Wawro
. Shelly White
Amy Donahue

~

· . LOVE THE ACTIVES

509 VAN BUREN

NDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL•
L TABLES, DARTS, VIDEO
, VIDEO BOWLING, RBI
BASEBALL & MORE
CENT KEYSTONE CANS
AU DAY EVERY DAY
t.llST BE 19 TO ENTER
lheApp/¥
St\'leWriter4
ls.an inlt·jet
printer that
dt'li1t'13la.w·
quali~vprim·

fnstr.if,O dols

permchJ
lt:i-mJmuc)J
/t4fR"lha11

DRAFTS

"'/Ql'eTtlRf.'
k~'dhtlf...

a11di1
Uotijlhs
m1~r/i1'f!
/>fl11'1dS.

money on
Macintosh

OPEN IP~

oyal Heights
1509 S. Second
'Behind White Hen•

·Deluxe 3BR
•Furnished
•Open
Courtyard

*Only 2 left
21 O/mo./person
orner Management

348-5312

This offer is available only for a limited time.
See your authorized Apple campus reseller
I.
today for details.
And discover the power of Macin- .•
tosh. The power to be your bes~

Here's the deal: We've paired some of the
most popular Apple® Macintosh®computers
with some of the most popular Apple print·
ers. Buy one of these combinations, and save
big bucks. Got it? Good. Now get going.
Macintosh Classic

Macintosh LC

'I >f1t·r appl11.·,1mh 111a MJtml11,h <.IJ""ll "11h
'".\lt1nw1r'rl1ld"4.·r.1r:uel\

more u•hen
l'DU h11r a Macintosh

·Le computer-011r

most af[ordahle co/or
l'ither an
Apple Stvle u;'riter or a11
'~~~- Apple Personal laser·
;~
U' riter 1.5 printer."
s1~tem-u·ith

''''•-·J

J

hudl-m h,1r<ld1~i..

WEDNESDAY
FOOD SPEC.IAL
llalcet

$3.50

t t a.m.-9 p.m.

enlcu6d's l'ltdlers

$3.00

MR.HOURS:
Mon.-Frt. 1 t a.m .-1 a.m .
KITCHEN HOURS: .
Sat. 11 a.m.-3 p.m. imJ

e

Macintosh llsi

Sa1I' mm

Save when l'Dll buv
an affordable ·
Macintosh Classic•
computer u7th l'ither
an Apple Style Writer
or an Apple Personal
lasRrWriter' LS
printer.•

..

'ed l'o1* Tenderloin

c

C
C

:

c
C
:
4

c

C
C
:

c·

C
.:

c

:

laa•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••aa

THE ·euLL PEN"
ORTS BAR IS OPEN!

25~

C
:
4

Computer Corner
820 Lincoln

Sall' the most u•hen
h11y a high·peifor·
mance Macintosh llsi
comp11ter lfith either
an Apple Pe.SOnal
laserU''riter LS or an
Apple Personal lttser·
u;'nter .\Tprinter. ••

.1'011

·"- .-

Dorm size refrigerators and
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1216
"My Secretary" - closed till further
notice.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All dassified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the fol1owing days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceied
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
Ail Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

NOW HIRING, 4.60/HR., full-time
and part-time developmental
trainers to work with developmentally disabled adults. SOME
FULL-TIME BENEFITS AVAILABLE. Apply in person 738 18th
St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
Part time and full time income
available on campus representing
New Health Care products on
campus. 762-9069 for details.
-----"------9/13
Resident manager for 12-plex to
live on-site. Orchard Park Apartments, call 217-787-2288 for
more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
WANTED: Mature , responsible
person to babysit Wed. mornings
8:30 a.m.-Noon for 2 adorable
boys. Phone 348-0712.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/13
PANAMA CITY BEACH : This
Spring Break earn free trips and
make the most money. Sell the
best location on the beach next to
the world's largest night clubs.
Campus reps needed to promote
Spring Break. Call Kim at 1-800558-3002.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL .
TRAINING/ScHOOLS

HlLP WANTlD
WANTlD
AoomoN
RIDES/RIDERS

Need Ride to Champaign this
weekend. Will pay for gas. After
3:30 p .m Fri. #6147 (Derek)
#5852 (Randy).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/1 3
Advertise in the Classifieds of
The Daily Eastern News!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11

ROOMMATES

FOR

RENT

FOR SALE
LOST

&. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The

oany

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

Ao FORM

Name:________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: - - - - - - - -Students 0 Yes 0 No

0 ates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ad to read:

Mother and Teenage Daughter
seek to share home with quiet
female. In attractive home near
EIU 345-1160 after 6 348-0203.
9/11

2 BOA furnished apartment 2 or 3
students $300/month . Deposit
required. 345-4010.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1216
3 bedroom furnished apartment 1
block north of Lincoln on 9th.
345-6621 or 348-8349.
.,.-,.-,..------,..----1216
2 bedroom large furnished apartment convenient to EIU and the
Square. 345-6621 or 348-8349.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
Dorm size refrigerator and
microwave for rent. Carlyle
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1216
2 bedroom, furnished apartment
for 2 people. Includes dishwasher, carpeting, central heat & air.
Close to campus. $220/month per
person. Carlyle Rentals . 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1216
2 room furnished apt. Very close
to EIU. Call 345-4757.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
Male subleaser needed! Park
Place Apts. Sept. rent is free. Call
345-6783.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/13
Quiet, 1 bedroom furnished apartment. Near square. Utilities paid.
Call 345-4336.
~---------9/13
Unfurnished 2 bedroom for 1
($225/mo) or 2 ($325/mo) stu dents . One block from square,
central air & heat, laundry facility.
345-9471.
=-~--,..------9/13
Sleeping room in very modern
house for one non-smoking quiet
male with washer/dryer - dishwasher - fenced yard, etc. $195.
345-11 60.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/13

ACROSS
1 He calls no
place home
6 Circle segments
10 Knife
14 Think
15 Word with camp
or black
16 Irish Gaelic
nCape - lslands
18 Lab burner
19 Hair holders
20 Start of a quip
23 Devour
24 Thine, in Toulon
25 Was an angel
30 Genes '
molecules

Share with students. Furnished
house at Third Pierce $120. Private room, utilities included or
rent seven bedroom house for
$600. Leave message 345-4053.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
3 bedroom in new apt. building
fully furnished. Low utilities. One
block north of Lincoln on 4th.
345-6621 or 348-8349.

Complete sound system for band.
Board, snake, amps, stands, the
works. Even trailer 348-1888 anytime.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

Sony CD player $50, Advent digital sound processor $!50. Four
auto Bose speakers w/equalizer,
digital radio cassette $200. More
345-7282.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic
stereo $125. Marantz Equalizer
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" speakers
$15. 348-5460.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM
cassette, new tires, looks great,
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00
348-0692.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

1968 Chevele SS396 4-speed
posi, power steering $2500.00
345-1118.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

Solid walnut 7-drawer chest. Now
painted. Needs stripping. $250
345-3771 before 3 p.m.

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 1217

1983 Chevette - high mileage
(highway), new tires, AM/ FM
Cassette, runs well. 345-6969 or
618-793-2559 ($800).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
Girls blue Schwinn ten speed.
Very good condition. $50 o.b.o.
Call 345-5526.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12
1975 Yamaha 650, $350. Call
Matt after 5, 345-4984.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11

33 Tail: Comb.
form
34 Buddy
35 .. __ Dallas"
37 Quip : Part II
41 Ore. river to the
Pacific
42 Acct. preparer
43 Ref. book
44Avoid
45 Chickweeds
48 Man Friday
so Memorable
Calloway
51 End of the quip
59 Island east of
Java
60 Flask for Plato
61
- - Prayer
62 N .M . neighbor
63 Tableland

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad

-~---Compositor

_ _ _ __

no. words/day;:;_ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

1985 Dodge 600 All electric very
good condition $4,500. 1976 .
AMC Hornet good 850.00 3456415.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
Formals for Sale. $75 to $100.
Sizes 3 and 5. Call Kelly after
6:30 pm 348-7732.
=----,------,=-.,-,---,,-1217
For sale two Smith Corona
Portable Typewriters and one
Remington Electric adding
machine CHEAP. 345-6797.
~-,..,.-.,--~--c=-C'--,---1217
'84 Honda Magna 750cc Looks
and runs excellent! Must sell
$1,150 OBO. Call 581-5477.
~~~=-______ 1217
CARPETING- 1- 12X25 ft. (Fall
colors) $50.00 1-6X10 ft. (Blue)
$15. Call 581-8062. Also , small
rugs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
1980 Mazda Rx?. New paint,
clutch, tires . 104,000 miles.
$2300 OBO. 348·7825.
~=-~---,,-=-,----~-1217
1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with
hard case. Good condition $275
call Brian 348-8703.
~-~,..------,..---1217
'86
YAMAHA
FZ
600
red/white/blue, quick, low miles,
new tires, runs great! Must sell,
$2600 345-9129.
-~,--.,...,,.-----,..--,..---1217
82 KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and
looks great. $750.00 348-1983.
.,..,,..~~,.--,.--~-=-,.---=--1217
1980 Mazda 626, 2 dr., 5 sp., air
and new tires , must sell. 3480423.
~-~-----,..---9/12
Large Sears rear-tine tiller, A-1
Shape. $600 . 849-3389 after 5
p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/11
Rummage Sale . Immanuel
Lutheran Church . Across from
Tarble Art Center on S . Ninth
St. Sept 13 and 14. Friday 8
a.m. to 4 p .m. Sat.. 8 a.m.-12
p.m. $2.00 bag Sat. only. Lots
of clothes and households. Students welcomed.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/13

64 Dud

2

65 Pigeon coop

3

4

7

5

FOUND: A Guess wat
Physical Science buildi
sonal inscriptions on
watch. To claim call 348-1
LOST: Key with pink wh'
in front of Burrito Hea
Michelle at 345-9471.
LOST: Espirit wallet, bi
by Taco Bell. Please cal
348-7645.

FOUND ONE CASH
FOUND SAT . NIGHT
9TH & TAFT . 345-27
IDENTIFY.
LOST: Black l.D. holder
dent 1.0., driver's lice
other valuable l.D.'s. If
Jim #3102.
FOUND: Watch. Inquire
Library circulation se
phone calls please.

8

9

14

66 Native metals
67 Relation on
Mom's side

17

20

DOWN
1 Popular PBS
series
2 Cartel letters
3 Spanish
novelist Gabriel

33
37

41

4 "Of Mice - -"
5 " ... 'tis not so
- - a well . .. ":
Shak.
6 Be an
accomplice
7 Surf sound
8 He wrote " Lord
Jim"
9Town. in
Germany
10 Guard
11 Shoe accessory
12 Piedmontese
city
13 Porgy's woman
21 More's island
22 Main trunk
25 Guinean tribal
group
26 School events
27 Pizazz

59
62

65

31 - - - nothing
32 Perilous
precipitation
35 Like hens' teeth
36 Does sums
38 Make uniform
39 Blouse style
40 Bath, for one
45 Vendor
46 Wigeon 's walk
47 A star of " Seven
Days 1n May"

49 Cathedral, in
Firenze
51 Rhyme scheme
52 " - - nome, "
Ve.rd1 aria
53 Hit the tarmac
54 Cathedral recess

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

lnsde Edlion
Unsolved
Mysteries
Night Court

Jake and the
Fatman
48 Hours

Quantum Leap
News
Tonight
Letterman

Ne~s

M•A•s•H
Current Affair
Hard Copy

ews
Cosby Show
Dinosaurs
Wonder Years
Doogie Howser
Davis Rules
Anything But Love
Married People
Baseball Ton.
News
Sports Center
Love Conn.
Baseball Magazine.
Johnny B
Nightline
American Muscle

Wrote
Movie:
Lightning
Field

Movie: Angel
andthe
Badman

Live From
Lincoln Center

News
Crime Story
Hitchh1ker
Hitchcock

Encore!
Dad's Army
Movie The
Iron Major

Twilight Zone
Magnum, PI
Movie

. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. " .............

..

'

..............

L.A. Law

Movie·:
Conan the

Dragon Island

Movie: The
Last Prostitute

Barbarian

Wings

Star Trek: The
Next Generation
Charles and Diana Andy Griffith
Arsenic
Gary Shandling
Molly Dodd
Party Machine

On the Med. Edge
Barn Again!

New Explorers
Profiles of Nature John Wayne
World Alive
4 Star Theatre
Beyond Tomorrow
Invention
Kansas Pacific
War Chronicles
Fire Power

Movie
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ew freshman officers will promote centennial Fall rush '91 garners 207
5 will work in student governnt to create a "special bond"
ing their next four years on
pus.
The freShmen class selected
s officers to work as a group
promote the centennial year,
'd Martha Price, student body
sident. This year's freshmen
graduate during the universis centennial celebration.
"The goal of the class officers
to work as a group, create a
ial bond and present a class
at their graduation in 1995,"
e said.
The new program was introd to the freshmen class as a
of the "Panther Preview," a
student orientation program
'eh was primarily organized by

Pay Cash for Broken gold
ry, diamonds , class rings,
or silver coins & collection
ern & antique guns . The
n Shop 518 6th On the
e. 348-1011
t-;---.,---,----.,---12/7
ing to buy used mountain
, good condition. Call 345. Leave name and # .

"The only qualification to run
for an office was to be a member
of the incoming freshmen class,"
Price said. "Although leadership
experience was also considered,
approximately 100 freshmen
applied for a position on the ballot," Price said.
The newly-elected freshmen
class officers include: President
Thomas Barker, Vice President
Keith Massie, Treasurer Wes
Blumer and Recorder Jacki
Urquhart.
In addition, 20 students were
elected to be class representatives
and will serve for the next four
years, Price said.
The committee of class officers
and representatives have not met
but plans have been made to have
a meeting to work on the class
gift, which will be presented in
1995 at the graduation ceremonies marking Eastern 's lOOth
year.

MAKE SOMEONE HAPPY
TODAY - SEND A BALLOON
BOUQUET
FROM
TOKENS .. . CHECK OUT OUR
MUSIC DEPT. FOR THE BEST
SELECTION
OF
YOUR
FAVORITE TUNES.
~~~~~~ca9/11, 13,17
ALPHA PHIS - Get your dates for
formal. Only a few more weeks!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11

WESLEY FOUNDATION will have a Bible Study of I John at 7:00
tonight at the Wesley Foundation. Everyone is welcome .
LIC RELATIONS STUDENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA will have
first meeting today at 5:30 p.m. in Buzzard 207. Panel of EIU stuwill discuss their public relations internships! Pizza Party! All
!
A KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY, INC. will have a bake sale today
8 a.m.-3 p.m. in the northeast doors of Coleman Hall. 10% of the
will go to the Children's Memorial Foundation . Please support

EY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have a student led devotive Com. n Service tonight at 9:30 at the Wesley United Methodist Church .
ne is welcomed to this half hour service, and invited to share in
rds Supper without regard to church affiliation.
A ALPHA PSI will have Sweetheart Rush on Sept. 11 at 7:00
· Coleman Hall Rm 107. All females interested in becoming a
Sweetheart are welcomed to come.
ON SIGMA ALPHA will have a bake sale Sept. 11 in Coleman
NE landing . If you can 't work, don't forget to bake!!
ON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting tonight at 6:00
an Hall.
AN CATHOUC CENTER will have Mass tonight at 9 p.m. at the
an Center.
RN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION ASSOCIATION will have the
meeting today at 3:30 p.m. in Coleman Hall 326. All students interin careers in federal, state and local government are requested
d. New members welcome.
IOTA LAMBDA PRE-LAW will have a meeting today at 3:00
in CH 228. Mock LSAT info., Fall Picnic info, and internships to be
ed.
ERN ILLINOIS STUD.E NT$ & COMMUNITY CONCERNED
PEACE (EISCCAP) will have a meeting tonight at 6:00 p.m. in
Hall Faculty Lounge - 2nd Floor. We will discuss a new name,
isers, our participation in upcoming environmental events and
group concerns . Please come!! Anyone is welcome.
(Students For the Advancement of Management will have a
g Sept. 12 at 7:00 p.m. in LH017. Scott Preston is speaking on
ships.
CAL TECHNOLOGY will have an organizational meeting on
11 at 5:00 p.m. in Life Science 201. This is an important meeting
dents who will be applying for their senior year of clinical training,
ary to complete the B.S. in Medical Technology.
EDICAL STUDENTS there will be a Medical School Admissions
inar on Oct. 4 from 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p .m. at Sangamon State.
rtation for a limited number of students will be available. Sign
LS202-B by Sept. 16. THis seminar is particularly important for
Pre-Med students.
AN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Bible Study & Fellow'>night at 7:00 p .m. at the Christian Campus House south of LawHall. Everyone is welcome! Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
CHI will have a meeting .tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Psychology
. All members please bring your $5 dues.
NE will be tonight at 9 p.m. on 3rd floor, Union. HOTLINE is an
al gathering of students like yourself who gather to bring prayer
IS and praises to our God. EVERYONE AND ANYONE IS WELAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK JOURNALISTS will have a
· g today at 5:30 p.m. in Rm 207 Buzzard. :Journalism Dept. Chair
John David Reed will speak on the importance of having a unified
of minority journalists at Eastern.
E NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
nt schedule for Thursday'Should be submitted as a Campus clip
n Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
y event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
· s will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
·ng information will not be run .

Gerber awaits
Student Senate
vote on position
Chief of Staff nominee Brett
Gerber will be the subject of a
debate and vote on Wednesday
by the Student Senate, which
may make him the sixth member of the senate's executive
board.
Although three people
applied for the position, Gerber
was nominated because of his
"past experience in student
government; serving in the
executive capacity for two
years," said Martha Price, student body president.
The senate will meet at 7
p .m . in the Arcola-Tuscola
room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
-Staff report

100% THICK COTTON TSHIRTS. HOMEY THE CLOWN
SAYS PEE WEE DON'T PLAY
THAT. 581-2403.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/13
Delta Chis: What an exciting year
so far. I am so proud of you!
Rush was certainly a success.
The Pledges are GREAT. You're
the best. Love, Julie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/1 1
The Men of Delta Chi would like
to thank all sororities and especially Julie Lockett of Delta Zeta
"""for lhelt' help and support during
'
rush .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
CHUCK DIVITO: Happy Belated
Birthday! Now you 're bar legal.
Happy 19th, let's celebrate. Teresa.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
CONGRATULATIONS: Rachel &
Scott on getting engaged! Best
wishes always. Lori, Mary Sue,
Cathy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
Diana Ernst: Congratulations on
becoming engaged to Kelly Fox.
Your ASA Sisters are so proud of
you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
Men's Bowling Club Meeting and
Practice this Thursday at 6:00
p.m. in the Union Bowling Lanes.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12
LIZ MAGGIO: Congratulations on
getting lavaliered to Tim Ward of
Theta Chi at Western . Love your
Tri-Sigma Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/1 1

pledge class of 43, the largest
class for rush ' 91.
Pi Kappa Alpha had the second largest class with 36
pledges.
According to Johnson, it was
a lot easier for rushees to walk
b!lck and forth between the open
houses of each fraternity when
they were all in one location.
Freshmen students are always
a big part of .rush week and
Johnson said this year they
made up a vast majority of the
pledges.
"We don't have any solid figures on that yet, but from just
going through and talking to the
guys, I'd say a lot of them were
freshmen or tran sfer students,"
Johnson said.
'" ,' · ', '"
"I' m not sure if that was
because of Carman Hall being
located right next to Greek
Court or not."

By CASSIE SIMPSON
Activities editor

Fall rush '91 was one of the
largest in the past few years for
Eastern' s fraternities, according
to Matt Johnson, Interfraternity
Council president.
The greek system picked up a
final total of 207 men who
decided to pledge to a fraternity.
"Over all it went really well,"
Johnson said.
Johnson credits this year's
success in recruiting fraternity
members with Greek Court.
"This year's rush went exceptionally well because of the
location of Greek Court," Johnson said.
"It was easier for the ru shees
to get to and from the houses."
Sigma Pi , which doe s not
have a house in Greek Court but
has an off-campus house, came
away from rush week with a

Tawmi Conley and Jill Wright
Congratulations on making th EIU
DANCE TEAM . Love Your TriSigma Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/ 11
MATURE ,
RESPONSIBLE,
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. FURNISHED APT . 1 BLK ,
FROM CAMPUS. OWN ROOM ,
RENT NEGOTIABLE . CALL
CHRISTA OR SCARLET 3487864.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/13
The Men of Pi _Kappa Alpha
would like ·101hank all the lovely
ladies who helped us during
Rush.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/11
Babysitter Available: Dependable,
caring person with lots of experience working with children. Available to babysit after 4:00 p.m.
Mon. thru Thurs. and most weekends. Call 348-1110.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
The Men of Pi Kappa Alpha
would like to thank their dream
girl Lori Olson for all her help in
the beginning of this year .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
HEATHER CAMPBELL: Congratulations on getting pinned to
BRAD of Delta Sigma Phi (alum)!
Love in AST, Your Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/ 11
KELLY RYAN: Congratulations
on getting pinned to MIKE
McDOWELi:. of Sigma Pi! Your
AST Sisters are so happy for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./11

Jenn ifer Phillips & Kristen
Humke: I'm so glad that you girls
are part of my family. I'm really
going to miss you gals next
semester. Alpha Garn love ,
Susie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/11
Jody Daniliuk - Congrats on getting lavaliered to Boyd Bradshaw
of Sigma Pi! Sig Kap love - your
little sis - Shannon.
--~------9/11
Maggie Sullivan : Best wishes for
a great year with Jr. Panhel.
Love, Julie Olson.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/11
JANET RUIZ: You are our sister
and friend forever! We'll always
be here tor you - no matter what!
Tau love, your sisters.
~~~~~~~~-9/ 11
ADRIENNE SILENCE: Congratulations on getting engaged! Love,
Your AST sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
SUSAN BAUM and BRIDGET
PAULEK: You did AWESOME
jobs as Rho CHis! We were so
proud of you! Love, Your AST sisters.
9/11
7
S~u=z~A~N~N=E,....,,,.R~A~Y~M~O~N~D,--o-,-fAST:
Congratulations on getting pinned
to JOHN MANKOS of Sigma Pi
(alum)! Love, Your Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
RAEANN CUNNINGHAM : Congratulations on your engagement!
Love in AST, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11

Calvin and Hobbes

ASTs : Barn Dance is only 2
weeks away . GEi your dates &
get psyched!
9/11
A
~=
T=T=E~N=T~I
O~N~A~L~
L~
E~A~S=TERN

GREEKS : JUST ARRIVED AT
TOKENS "GREEK FRIENDSHIP
BRACELETS " AVAILABLE IN
YOUR COLORS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _9/ 11,13,17
Hey Shackmaster. Have a great
birthday! Don 't let us corrupt you
too much tonight. Love your Lincoln Hall friends.
----~----9/11
Jennifer Harris. Have a great 19th
birthday. Have fun tonight! Love
ya, Jessica, Julie and Mary.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
Jodi Daryliuk: Congratulations on
getting lavaliered to Boyd Bradshaw of Sigma Pi! I am so happy
for both of you! You two are
GREAT together! Sig Kap love
and All of Mine, Kim.
~--------9/11
SHEA Fashion Merchandising is
meeting today at 5:15 p.m. in KH
Rm 110.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/ 11
MISS MOO: did I ever tell you
how special you are to me?
Thanks for being a true friend.
Love Fred.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
Advertise in the Classifieds of
The Daily Eastern News! We
accept Visa and MasterCard for
your convenience .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11

by Bill Watterson

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Braves move back _into first; Clemens' 15th victor
Pirates, Cardinals both lose pulls Bosox within fo.
ATLANTA (AP) - Steve Avery's pitching and hitting led the Atlanta Braves back into first place in
the NL West as they beat the San Francisco Giants
for their fifth straight victory.
The Braves moved one-half game ahead of Los
Angeles, which lost in Cincinnati 6-0. The Dodgers
visit Atlanta this weekend.
Avery (15-8) gave up three hits in 8 2-3 innings
for his first ever-victory over the Giants. He was 0-2
this season with: a 12.79 ERA before the win, and 03' in his career. Alejandro Pena relieved with two
runners on base and retired Kevin Mitchell on a
grounder to the mound for his seventh save.
Avery, who went 4-for-4 earlier this season
· against the Mets, got three more hits. His single in
the eighth inning gave his first RBI in 92 career atbats.

! f\

· -t :: , ,, R.eds

6, Dodgers 0

CINCINNATI (AP) - Jose Rijo ,pitched six strong
innings and the Cincinnati Reds dropped the Los
Angeles Dodgers into second place in the NL West.
The Reds ended the Dodgers' three-game winning
streak, leaving Los Angeles one-half game behind
Atlanta.
Rijo (13-4) allowed just two hits and won his fifth
consecutive start. He is 8-0 in 13 starts at Riverfront
Stadium this year. Ted Power finished for his third
save.
The Reds rocked Ramon Martinez (16-10) for
five runs in 3 2-3 innings. The Dodgers moved him
up a day so he can pitch in Atlanta.
Martinez, going on three days' rest for the first
time this. season, ended up with his second-shortest
start of the season.

Mets 9, Expos 0

NEW YORK (AP) - Pete Schourek retired the
first 14 batters and finished with a one-hitter as the
New York Mets snapped a five-game losing streak
by beating the Montreal Expos.
Schourek (3-3), making his fourth start, allowed
only Kenny Williams' single with two outs in the
fifth. He struck out seven and walked five.
Howard Johnson and Mackey Sasser each hit
three-run homers as the Mets stopped Montreal 's
five-game winning streak. Johnson leads the NL
with 33 home runs.

Cubs 6, Pirates 2
CHICAGO (AP) - Ryne Sandberg hit a two-run
homer in the first inning and Rick Sutcliffe made it
stand up, pitching the Chicago Cubs past the
Pittsburgh Pirates.
Sutcliffe (5-4) allowed six hits, struck out four
and walked four. He left after a leadoff walk in the
eighth with a 5-1 lead and Bob Scanlan pitched 1 13 innings for his first save. Randy Tomlin (8-5) was
tagged for four runs on eight hits in four innings.

Phillies 5, Cardinals 2
t

ST. LOUIS (AP) - Tommy Greene shut down St.
Louis with relief help from Mitch Williams as the
Philadelphia Phillies beat the Louis Cardinals.
St. Louis had beaten Phil~delphia five consecutive times at Busch Stadium. Greene (10-7) allowed
six hits in 8 1-3 innings and beat the Cardinals for
the first time in three decision~ this year.
He left after singles by Ozzie Smith and Pedro
Guerrero, and Williams relieved for his 26th save.
Smith scored on a passed ball by Steve Lake.

Spaghet~i Sp~cia_(

Every -Wednesday
4 'til9p.m.
$1.99 FULL ORDER
WITH GARLIC BREAD
1600 LINCOLN AVE. 345-3400
SORRY NO CARRYOUT

DETROIT (AP) - Roger
Clemens took a perfect game
into the seventh inning Tuesday
night and finished with a twohitter as Boston beat Detroit 4-0
for its season-high seventh
straight victory. The win moved
the surging Red Sox within four
games of Toronto in the AL
East.
Clemens (15-8) lost both his
perfect game and no-hit bid with
one out in the seventh. He
walked Lou Whitaker on a 3-1
count and Alan Trammell, the
next batter, lined a 1-1 pitch to
left field for a clean single.
Clemens then struck out Cecil
Fielder and got Mickey Tettleton
on a grounder to first to end the
inning.
The right-hander struck out
six and walked one for his third
shutout and lOth complete game
of the season.
Ellis Burks had a three-run
double in the first inning of
Frank Tanana (11-10).

Mariners 5, Blue Jays 4
TORONTO (AP) - Seattle
snapped a 13-game road losing
streak as Harold Reynolds broke
an eighth-inning tie with a runscoring double to beat Toronto.
The Mariners also turned the
seventh triple play in club histo-

ry to get out of a first and
jam in the fifth.
Brian Holman (13
allowed four runs on nine
over seven innings for the ·
ry as the Mariners ended a
game losing streak and sto
the Blue Jays' five-game
ning streak. Rookie Calvin J
pitched two perfect innings
his first major-league save.
Loser Todd Stottlemyre (I
gave up four hits, includi
two-run homer by Reynol
7 1-3 innings.

Indians 5, Brewers
MILWAUKEE (AP) Jones, Cleveland ' s longrelief ace, won his first m
league start and Reggie Jeffi
hit his first grand slam as
Indians beat Milwaukee to
a five-game losing streak.
Jones (2-7), whose con
was purt:hased last week
Cleveland's Triple A affili
Colorado Springs, gave up
runs and eight hits over S
innings i'n making his first
in 272 major-league appe
since 1982.
The win also ended a pe
seven-game losing streak
Jones as he had not won s'
beating Milwaukee on May

HQT _~1~,ASHES

soon-! Warbler Yearbook portrait shots
Starting Sept ..16
.io:

comfn~

WATCH FOR FUTURE FLASHES

The Women of

Alpha·sigtna Tau
Congratulate those who achieved
Academic Excellence for Spring 1991

WHAT AGRE T
PLACE TO HAVE
BREAKFAST
Fresh Baked Muffins
Open 7 Days A Week...Mllilll....-,
Carryout Available -~-~•.:~•
7th & Madison
345-7427

1 Block north
of the square

•illllllli~iil

4.0
Becky Anderson
3.3 & Above
Valerie DeBaun
Karla Crawford
Kristen Samojedny

3.5 & Above
Betty Jo Coy
Wendy Curtis
Lisa Doheny
Sue Reimer
Barb Schoen
Tracy Lightbody

3.0 & Above
Susan Baum
Jen Halt
Amy Johnson
Jill Binder
Stacy Brown
Janelle LaPore
Charlene Burris
Jenny, Lucansky
Heather Campbell
Bridget Paulek
Rae Ann Cunningham
Lisa Pierce
Camie Duerwachter
Lori Strong
Debbie Escherich
. Stephanie Taylor
Lissa Wojtowicz

CONGRATULATIONS!
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son will turn himself in Wednesday
IANAPOLIS (AP) er heavyweight boxing
"on Mike Tyson will surto authorities Wednesday
swer charges he raped an
-old Miss Black America
t contestant.
n is scheduled to appear
a.m. in Marion Superior
where the charges against
ill be read and a plea
on his behalf.
ore that, Tyson will be
d at the Marion County
required to post $30,000
tentative trial date likely
set and Tyson will then
ed on bond, authorities
· will be handled like any
booking unless there are
~ustments that have to be
to ensure there's no disn of (the police depart) or the sheriff's duties at
kup," Marion County
utor Jeffrey Modisett
will be processed, fingerand booked," Modisett
"Since bail has already
t, it will be a simple matf him posting bail."
tt predicted Judge Patifford would set a trial

onight at

date sometime in the next 70
days . However, delays in the
start of trials are routinely granted when requested by attorneys
for either side.
Tyson, 25, faces a maximum
sentence of 63 years if he is
convicted on the charge of rape,
two counts of criminal deviate
conduct and one count of confinement for the alleged assault
July 19 in an Indianapolis hotel.
Tyson is due to challenge
Evander Holyfield for the
heavyweight championship of
the world on Nov. 8 in Las
Vegas.
The World Boxing Council
announced Tuesday it is "ratifying" the title fight, and said it is
confident Tyson is innocent of
the charges against him.
"As regards the charges
against Mike Tyson, the WBC
considers him innocent until he
is shown to be otherwise. The
WBC has full confidence in the
U.S. system of justice and also
in Mike Tyson's innocence," the
organization said in a.statement.
Tyson has been unavailable
for comment, although he telephoned the New York Post
briefly.
"I've never done anything to

Mother's

hurt any woman," Tyson told
the newspaper. "I have to go
take care of business, but everything will be OK," Tyson said.
Prosecutors allege Tyson
forced himself on the woman
after she rejected his advances.
The boxer denies that, claiming
the woman consented.
Meanwhile, the group that
invi!ed Tyson to Indianapolis for
his July visit defended that decision.
Also, on Tuesday, protesters
rallied in protest of the fight.
HOURS
MON.-SAT.
I I AM-I AM

of

BELLADONNA
(with this musician's coupon)

Tonite at Ted's
Rock-n-Roll from Champaign
Admission: FREE (8-10 w/coupon}

Friend's and C
509 VAN BUREN AVE.
(One block south of square)

GRILL OPEN ALL DAY
I I AM-I AM
MOl'IDAY

9
MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL
IN THE
'BULLPEN'
OPEN
7 P.M.-CLOSE
75 CENT
KEYSTONE LT.
ALL NIGHT

16
MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL
In the "Bull
Pen"

• • •

$1° LARGE DRAFTS
$1 oo BAR DRINKS
3 FOR $1 PIZZA SLICES

'fuEsDAY

WEDNESDAY

10

II

JAMAICAN

OPENMIKE
NIGHT

RED STRIPE
NIGHT
Bottles

9-CLOSE
LIVE ENTERTAI NM ENT
ALL NIGHT
NO COVER

$11.2
Reggae
Music
NO COVER

17

18
REGGAE
NIGHT

KILLIANS
RED NIGHT
20

0

oz. Mugs
$25!2

' BRING YOUR
DISKS IN'
RED STRIPE

You Keep the
Mug
$1~ Refills
3 TACO'S
FOR

THURSDAY

12
ALL NIGHT
LITILE KINGS
NIGHT
KING CAN
NIGHT
24 oz. Super
can only 211!1
GIVEAWAYS

19
ALL NIGHT
LITILE KINGS
NIGHT
KING CAN
NIGHT

GREAT FOOD!
MUST BE I9
TO ENTER
SPORTS BAR
OPEN DAILY

FRIDAY

I3

9:30.CLOSE

'THEY COME IN
DROVES'
& NIL-8

SAruKDAY

14 9:30-close

L
I
p
A
N
D

s

A

v

SPANKWAGON E
IN THE DUNGEON
$2.00 coveR

2.50 COVER

IN THE DUNGE.ON

c

ALTERNATIYe ROCK

c

'™" BAil

L
I

IN THE

Brian Cutright
Acoustic Night
Front Room
$!'"COVER

INDIAN CREEK
DELTA BOYS
9:30.CLOSE

$2..00 COVER

p
A
N
D

2 0 9:.30-close 2 19:.30-Close
FORMERLY
Quintessence
MOTHERLOAD
Jazz Group
"MULTIPLE
Main Bar
ORGANISMS"
R&BGROUP
$2ll!l COVER
$2.00 COVER

s

A

v
E

c

9:.30.CLOSE
L
OPEN
$1~
CATHER!NE'SHORSe I
D.J. Kevin
7 P.M.-CLOSE
24 oz. Super
IN THE DUNGEON
SHRIMP
Kramer
75 CENT
ALTERNATIVE ROCK p
Can only $2ll!I
KEYSTONE LT.
SPECIAL
$2ll!! CQVER
$1.00 14 oz.
A
GIVEAWAYS
CANS
ALL NIGHT
DRAFTS
In the Dungeon
$lll!l
N
ALL NIGHT
$2.00
COVER
9:30-Close
D
•
CLIP AND SAVE • CLIP AND SAVE • CLIP AND SAVE • CLIP AND SAVE • CLIP AND SAVE

0
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EGEOF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

EC SPORTS SHORTS

ce: Student Recreation Center Lobby

Telephone: 581-2821 or 581-2820

ENTRY DEADLINES
ball (M,W) ...............................................................................................................................Today
r (M, W) .....................................................................................................Thursday, September 12
, Pass, and Kick (M,W, CR) ................................................................Wednesday, September 18
Golf (M, W, CR) ...................................................................................Thursday, September 26
RONTHESPOr
Tennis Singles (M,W) .................................................................•..............Thursday, September 26

WHIFFLEBALL
and Womens Leagues. Mens teams may choose either a Monday or Tuesday Ieague.Womens teams play on
Wednesday. League games will be played at 7:30, 8:15, and 9:00p.m. Entries will be taken until Wednesday,
September 11 .
MANAGERS MEETING for whiffleball will be held on Thursday, September 12 at 6:30 p.m. in the Lantz Club
Room. All managers that attend will receive an automatic win.

SOCCER
and Womens leagues. Teams may choose a Monday or Tuesday league. Entries will be taken beginning
Thursday, September 5.
.
MANAGERS MEETING for soccer will be held on Thurs., Sept. 12 at 6:00 p.m. in the Lantz Club Room.

PUNT, PASS, AND KICK·

NEW STUDENT RECREATION CENTER DEDICATION
The new student Recreation Center dedication will be held on Thursday, September 12 at 1:30 p.m. in the lobby of
the new SRC. All students, faculty, staff, spouses, and family are in~ited to attend the brief ceremony.

FACULTY-STAFF AND FAMILY RECREATION PROGRAM
PREVIOUSLY EXISTING FACILITIES
All faculty and staff members and their spouses and dependent children as well as spouses and dependent children
of college students may continue using the previously existing facilities (not including the new SRC), for a
$10.00 per year per person fee with a maximum family fee of $50.00. Membership covers the entire year
through summer session.
This fee allows the ADULT MEMBERS to utilize the following facilities, programs, and services such as Current
Lantz, McAfee, and Buzzard recreation facilities, Fieldhouse track, aqua exercises, lap and rec swim, racquetball and indoor tennis courts reservations, canoe rental, sport equipment loan, locker and clothing rental, and all
structured Intramural Sports programs which take place outside the new SRC.
Dependent children may utilize the previously existing facilities from 4:00 p.m. Friday through 10:00 p.m. Sunday.
Guests - There is no guest fee for those using previously existing facilities. Each university student, faculty, and staff
member may bring one guest as long as all are immediate family members. Dependent children MAY not bring
guests.
*All checks for fees should be made payable to Eastern Illinois University.

RACQUETBALL AND INDOOR TENNIS COURT RESERVATIONS

Reservations for Sunday and Monday come out at noon on Friday; Tuesday and Wednesday at noon on Monday;
, Women, and Co-Ree Leagues. Enter "on the spot" on the Intramural Football Field between the Womens
Thursdays at noon on Tuesdays; Fridays at noon on Wednesday; and Saturdays at noon on Thursday.
Varsity Softball Field and Archery Hill. Entries accepted beginning Wednesday, September 18 from 2-6 p.m.
A validated student 1.D. or Faculty/Staff Recreation card MUST be presented EACH TIME A RESERVATION IS
MADE.
Courts can be reserved at the Ree Sports Office in the lobby of the new SRC. No telephone reservations will be
''
accepted.
may
court
other
'sand Women's Competttions. Entries
taken beginning Thursday, September 19. Individuals may choose to play .....,_ _
_ _An
_individual
___
_reserve
_ _ one
__
_every
__
_ day.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TABLE TENNIS SINGLES

in a Monday or Tuesday evening tournament. Winners from each nightly tournament will advance to the finals
on Wednesday.

FRISBEE GOLF
and Mens, Womens, Team, and Co-Ree competition. Enter "on the spot" at Womens Varsity Softball Field
near campus pond. Event scheduled on Thurs., Sept. 26
2-6 p.m. Participants must enter before 5·30 pm

AEROBIC EQUIPMENT ORIENTATION SESSIONS
Beginning Tuesday, September 12, and continuing through Thursday, September 26, the Division of Recreational
Sports will provide new aerobic equipment orientation sessions. Students with a validated l.D., or Faculty/Staff
with a SRC Ree card, may register in person in the lobby of the SRC at the Ree Sports Office for any of the 4550 minute sessions. Sessions are being offered at 10 and 11 a.m. and 6,7, and 8 p.m. each Tuesday and
Thursday. Training sessions will take place on the upper level of the aerobic fitness are in the new SRC. No
telephone reservations will be accepted.

NOTICE
Ree Sports Office will be taking team entries for intramural sports from 2 p.m till close on Monday through
Friday in the Lobby of the new SRC.

NEW INTRAMURAL TEAM SPORT SCHEDULING FORMAT
· e this school year, for the major Intramural Team Sports, managers will select a single day and specific time
for their league schedule

HOW TO GET ON A TEAM
individual desiring to compete on a team may place a notice on the FIND A PLAYER OR TEAM bulletin board
located in the lobby of the new Student Recreation Center. List your name, sport qualifications, experience and
telephone number. Team managers may voluntarily phone you to participate on their team.

SPORTS EQUIPMENT CHECK OUT
Individuals may check out sports equipment from the Equipment Issue Room, located at the south entrance of the
Lantz Building of the lower level. Hours are 7:30 a.m. - 10: p.m. on Monday-Friday and 2 p.m:-9 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday. A valid l.D. is required. Individuals will be given a replacement cost for any lost or damaged equipment.

CORRECTION
Due to a class. lap swim in Buzzard Pool has changed on Tuesday and Thursday to 4-5 p.m.

Mid-Con honors Agyeman
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

Freshman Paul Agyeman wasted little time establishing himself
as a top-notch player at the college
level.
The 21-year-old from Edmonton, Alberta, Canada was selected
as the Mid-Continent Conference
Player of the Week after collecting
· five, go.~ls· and an assist in two conferenee victories this weekend.
In Eastern's 9-0 rout of conference foe Valparaiso, Agyeman
bagged a hat trick, scoring three
goals and adding an assist.
He then went on to score two
more goals during Eastern 's 4-0
victory against the University of
Illinois-Chicago.
Agyeman took the news of the
award in stride and looks to gain
some confidence from the honor.
"It's nice," Agyeman said. "It
gives me more confidence that I
can compete at the this level."
The 11 points that Agyeman
scored ties him with Brian Kamler,
of Creighton, for the national lead.

Kamler has played four games to
Agyeman's two.
Despite being the leading scorer
in the nation, Agyeman doesn't
think about that as a long term
goal.
"I don't go out there looking to
score every time," Agyeman said.
"I don't look to score for myself
because you can't win as a team
that way. We look to spread the
scoring on the team and if the
opportunity comes up then hopefully I can score."
The Panthers have scored
scored 13 goals already this season. It took them nine games to
accomplish that a year ago and
Agyeman believes that the team is
capable of _scoring a lot of goals.
Agyeman with his 11 points
already has scored more than
Eastern 's leading scorer a year
ago. Steve Baker had 10 points
with four goals and two assists.
· "We have the potential to score
a lot of goals," Agyeman said.
"The first two teams that we
played were not that good of
teams, but we will be playing bet-

ter competition. I still think that
we can score a lot."
He said that LeBaron Hollimon,
who scored two goals and had two
assists this weekend, also helps
him.
"He (Hollimon) is really quick,"
Agyeman said. "That is my style
of play also, so it makes it hard on
the defenders to keep up with us."
Agyeman hopes that his success
at Eastern will lead him back to
playing at the international level
someday.
"I set a goal at the beginning of
the season to try to get back at the
international level," Agyeman
said. "I want to play either in
Canada or even in America. I
trained with the Canadian team
and I want to get back to playing
at that level."
The Panthers will tune up for
their match Sept. 7 against Quincy
College with a exhibition game
today at Lakeside Field at 5 p.m.
with the University of Illinois.
Eastern goes into the Quincy
game with a 2-0 record in the MidContinent conference.

JEFF DITTAMORE/Statf pho
Senior Dino Raso heads downfield as junior Adam Howarth
d~fend him during soccer practice Tuesday afternoon.

Eastern profits despite Harriers return top three runne
defeat by Iowa State
season," said Baron. "We have
kind of a young team but if everyone runs well then we'll have sucThe men's cross country team cess as a team."
has 20 runners who are ready to
Touchette has made leaps and
jump into their season.
bounds in his running during the
At the head of this group are past year. This is due primarily to
three strong returnees leading the his rapid improvement in track
way.
last year.
Seniors Eric Baron and Scott
He took nearly 43 seconds off
Touchette and sophomore John his personal best in the indoor
Eggenberger form the nucleus of 5,000-meter run, while taking
this year's cross country squad.
fourth place in the Mid-Continent
St. Charles-native, Baron, was Championships, completing the
recruited by former assistant cross distance in 14:55.38.
country and track coach Tom
Even though Touchette posAkers his senior year in high sesses 4: 13 mile speed, he tends
school while competing in the to focus on longer distances. He
state track meet.
also set a personal best of
During his career at Eastern, 31 :49 .25 for 10,000 meters outBaron has contributed greatly in doors at the EIU Invitational.
both cross country and track.
Touchette's leadership, combined
Last season Baron was a solid with strength received in track,
third man in cross county and was will most likely deliver signifiamong a talented group of milers cant results in cross country.
during the indoor track season,
Eggenberger, as a freshman,
which included Touchette and Jim finished ninth in the conference in
and Ron Fagan, who finished cross country last season and was
their collegiate eligibility last sea- Eastern 's top finisher at the
son. He was also the conference District IV meet completing
runner up in the outdoor 1,500- 10,000 meters in 32:54.6
meter run and finished the season
A Kankakee-native, Eggenwith a personal best of 3:53.45.
berger, came to Eastern as a high
A three-time letter winner in school state champion in cross
cross country, Baron believes that country and was expected to do
this year he and his teammates well, but still surprised coaches
will have a successful season.
Neil Moore and John Mcinerney
"I think it's going to be a fun with his success.
By BRIAN HARRIS

Staff writer

By DON O'BRIEN
Associate sports editor

While Eastern 's football
Panthers didn't profit in the win
column last Saturday in their 4213 loss to the Iowa State
Cyclones, they made a profit on
the ledger sheets. .
By taking the trip to Iowa
State, the Panthers were guaranteed $95,000 for playing the Big
Eight's Cyclones, one of three
guaranteed contracts they are
entered in this year. The other
two being Eastern 's hosting of ·
Lock Haven University in its
home opener and Eastern
Washington this weekend.
"Everything is basically relative (in monetary terms)," said
Eastern Athletic Director Mike
Ryan. "What major schools pay
other major schools is much
more than what they give I-AA
schools. Obviously you 're not
looking at 100 percent profit (out
of the $95,000)."
With the $95,000 guaranteed
payment, Eastern received from
Iowa State, and the two guaranteed payouts it has to make $20,000 to Lock Haven and
$25,000 to Eastern Washington which equals $45,000, it stands
to make a guaranteed profit of
$50,000.
"Ideally, in any given income
situation you want your guaranteed monies to be in excess of
your expenditures," said Ryan.
Eastern took a group of 84 to
this past weekend's contest
against Iowa State.
"Basically you look at taking
two buses for two days, a night in
a hotel and four meals for everyone," said Ryan of what expenditures they encountered over the
weekend. He added that an estimate of the net gain for their
guaranteed contracts for the football season is $40,000.

Mike Ryan

After the Eastern Washington
game at 6:30 p.m. Saturday at
O'Brien Stadium, the remaining
Panther football contests are
deals with universities which
trade off going back and forth to
each others' schools and playing.
"When we enter into those
contracts there is no money
involved," Ryan said.
Eastern has a contract with
Murray State through the 1994
season for home-and-away contests and is locked in to the
Gateway schedule as well.
"The Gateway doesn't give its
member schools any money,"
said Ryan. "Some conferences
like the Pac 10 for example, even
though they do flip-flop home
and away games, pay their
schools money and it is substantial."
The football program is the
athletic department's leading
income producer, but the· men's
basketball program also brings in
its share of money.
Ryan said that the basketball
program will get $15,000 for
traveling to Columbia, Mo. to
take on the University of
Missouri as part of a Midwestern
road swing in late December.

"John does better at
distances and is a tough
tor who really gets after ·
Mcinerney.
Eggenberger is the first
in Eastern history to rec
conference honors in er
try as a freshman. A co
performer, Eggenberg
among Eastern 's top s
every meet last season
personal bests of 26: 15 ~
meters in cross coun
32:02.83 in track.
"It's a real nice front
they all run real well to
Mcinerney said. "I think
be a real key to how w
perform in meets."

Golfers place fifth at seas )n open
lowed by Southern Illinois-Edwardsville
Franklin's gold team (392), and East
Indianapolis-gray tied at 393.
Eastern 's golf team started out on the right foot
Six players played, with the top five
Tuesday as it placed fifth out of 20 teams in the_ counting toward the championship.
lndianapo-lis Invitational, held at Prestwick
"It was a great way to start out," said
Country Club.
coach Paul Lueken.
Eastern senior Tom Rank, who shot a 76 on the
"You've .got to be happy anytime you
par-71 course, finished in a 3-way tie for eighth. the top five. I'm very pleased." Other
Jeff Lancaster of Xavier, Grant Skelton of scores: Brad Schwartzwalder, 77; Brian
Evansville and Jon Wright from DePauw tied for and Bill Frain, 79; Craig Cassata, 82; a
medalist honors with 74s, but Lancaster birdied Armstrong 88.
the first extra hole for the victory.
The Panthers' next action will be
Wright State won the team standings by shoot- Cincinnati Collegiate Tournament. Septe
ing a total of 38 1. Xavier was second at 388, fol- the Panthers' will host the EIU Invitational.
By R.J. GERBER

Sports editor

